
SECTION 3 
INVENTORYING of COLLECTION SYSTEM and PLANT ASSETS 

 
A good inventory of assets is the foundation upon which the asset management program 
is built.  Benefits of an asset inventory system include: The utility knows what it owns & 
where it is – It establishes lifecycles – Provides the backbone of the maintenance program 
– Helps establish priorities for replacement schedules.  

Examples of Asset Examples of Asset 
CategoriesCategories

•• HeadworksHeadworks
•• Pump StationsPump Stations
•• Preliminary Preliminary 

Treatment Treatment 
•• EquipmentEquipment
•• Building and Building and 

GroundsGrounds

•• Panels Panels ––
Alarm/ElectricalAlarm/Electrical

•• Collection BasinCollection Basin
•• Collection PipeCollection Pipe
•• Collection Pump Collection Pump 

StationStation
•• Unit processesUnit processes

Plant Asset Hierarchy Plant Asset Hierarchy 
HeadworksHeadworks

•• BuBu
–– StSt
–– HVHV
––

•• ScreeScre
–– Bar
–– ScSc

ildingilding
ructureructure
ACAC

PlumbingPlumbing
ningening

Bar Screens Screens
reensreens

•• Grit RemovalGrit Removal
–– BlowerBlower
–– AugerAuger
–– Grit PumpsGrit Pumps
–– Pipes/ValvesPipes/Valves

•• ElectricalElectrical
–– Motor ControlMotor Control

 
Wastewater infrastructure assets are first organized by ‘Categories’ and then by a 
‘Hierarchy’.  The example above shows how the inventory is organized from larger 
groups of assets to smaller units with a more detailed breakdown.   
    
Inventorying of assets included the following three (3) major categories:  Treatment 
Plant, Pump Stations, and Collection System (pipe mains and manholes).  For the 
inventory process, as much data was collected as possible for each asset or sub-asset.   
Collection of the inventory data was a combination of the use of operation and 
maintenance manuals and physical inspection.  Detailed data was collected on each asset 
including the following information: Name & Location, Functional Purpose, 

Size/Capacity/Length (pipes), 
Construction materials, 
Installation Date, Condition, 
Manufacturer and Service life.  

 
With regard to the inventorying 
of the collection system, a 
comprehensive Geographic 
Information System (GIS) 
mapping survey was performed.  
This survey included 
numbering, Global Positioning 
System (GPS), condition and 
photos of each manhole in the 
system, with data for sizes, 

Chief Operator Ted Riehle inputting asset data. 
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material of construction, and direction of flow for each main.  This information was 
incorporated into a map using aerial photographs and other data layers to produce a map 
of the OFSD.  This map shows streets, property boundaries, manholes, mains, and 
pumping stations.   
 

 
Assets Data Input Screen 

 
Collection System Assets 
The GIS data collection included the number of manholes with ID numbers, condition of 
covers, barrels and rungs, evidence of infiltration and any comments from observations. 
Also included are pipe inputs and outputs with diameter, material, and direction of flow.   
Clean-outs and pump stations were also located. Suspected manhole locations that may 
have been paved or covered over were identified during the mapping phase.  A number of 
these have since been located and covers have been raised to provide access. 
 
There is also a comprehensive pipe inventory by pipe material and size with ID numbers 
and length of pipe. See Appendix C. 
 

Asset Number Total Length   

Manholes 159        - 
Pipe 175  36274.3 ft 
Pump Stations 4        - 
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The following photo shows an aerial image of a section of the collection system.  It 
shows the numbered manholes in green, suspected manholes in red, mains in red, and 
forced mains as dashed lines.  Streets and real property data are also included. 

See Appendix C for the complete listings of the pipe information including material type, 
diameter, and length, as well as, the inventory of all manholes. 
 
Additional sewer system inspections need to be completed to fully evaluate the condition 
of the pipes.  Used closed circuit TV and camera equipment should be purchased so that 
the Village can do the work.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Blockage caused by router cable lost by 

plumber. 
Manhole down stream of blockage. 
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Wastewater Treatment Plant/ Pump Station Assets 
 
Collection of the asset data for the plant was the first project and began in summer 2006.  
This inventorying step was the most time consuming aspect of the whole project.   
Comprehensive information was collected on every component of the plant that could be 
considered a possible capital expense and not a typical O&M type repair.  It was a major 
project that included visual inspection of the asset for name and data plates, as well as, 
any motor data and the overall condition.  Original O&M manuals were also used for 
reference. 
 
The overall time spent on inventorying and inputting data in the software for the plant 
and pump stations was approximately 30 workdays over a 9 month period.  Routine and 
daily responsibilities still have to get done.  There was also a learning curve on using the 
software as well.  Below is a table of categories and the number of sub-assets associated 
with the category.  Note that an asset was established for each major unit process so that 
each component of that unit would be listed as a sub-asset. 
 

Category Number of Sub-Assets 

Grit and Screening 7 
Flow Monitoring 7 
Influent Flow 11 
Aeration 12 
Clarifiers 4 
Bio Solids 11 
Generator 3 
RAS 6 
Wasting 3 
Valves 4 
Sampling 2 
Laboratory 10 
Shop 3 
Sump Pump 12 
Structures 2 
HVAC 10 
Chemical 1 
Vehicles 1 
Pump Stations 14 

 
 
A complete listing of both the collection system and treatment plant assets can be found 
in Appendix D – Categories and Assets Inventory.  The sub-assets above total 123. 
 


